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ZINC-PRO

USE DIRECTIVES:
1- Shake Your Marker to Loosen the Paint
2- Pump and Depress the Nib to Activate the Paint Flow
3- Touch-Up Your Surface

PROPERTIES AND ADVANTAGES:
•Meets ASTM A 780 Standards
•Zinc-Rich Paint
•Stop Rust & Corrosion
•Touch-Up Damaged Steel Surface
•Matches Hot-Dip Galvanizing
•Designed for the Galvanizing Industry
•Repair Nicks, Cracks, Scratches and Rust
•Easy-to-Apply
•Limitless Coverage Area

Technical Data Sheet

DESCRIPTION:
Zinc Pro Galvanising touch-up Marker. Stop Rust & Corrosion with Zinc-Pro Galvanizing 
Touch-Up Marker. Our Zinc-Pro Galvanizing Touch-Up Marker will you give a professional look 
when repairing scratches and nicks on most metal surfaces. Trust by fabricators, galvanizers 
and sheet metal installation pros to get the job done. To ensure a rust-free finish be sure to 
clean and dry your surface. Your steel surface must also be free of oil, grease, pre existing paint 
and corrosion by products. Replace the Cap for Next Use Zinc-Rich Paint Marker. The Galvani-
zing Touch-Up Marker is formulated specifically for use on steel surfaces. Based upon ASTM A 
780 standards, our zinc-rich formula contains less than 65% zinc dust by weight. 

Hassle-Free: why would you waste your time with zinc metallizing and soldering when you 
can get the same results with Zinc-Pro? The metallizing and soldering process require extra 
protection while working with extreme heat, whereas with the Zinc-Pro Galvanizing Touch-Up 
Marker only require a simple shake & pump and you are ready to touch-up any damaged steel 
surface.

Professional Formula for Galvanizing Industry. We know that our customers are busy and 
routinely must deliver on detailed specifications. That is why our Zinc-Pro Marker was designed 
with the highest standards in place.
Zinc-Rich Formula Matches Hot-Dip Galvanizing. Trust Zinc-Pro to deliver the results you need. 
Our easy-to-apply pen covers rust leaving your surface flawless.
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